If you're concerned about not being able to stay in Valencia
because you're vegan and Spain is a meat eaters haven
STOP worrying because...

I've found just the place you've been looking
for!
It's got everything you like in a restaurant.

The atmosphere is spot on - alive and sociable but peaceful. It has a rustic charm yet
contemporary feel to it. That's probably down to its location, the narrow streets of El
Carmen, the Old Town.

Just imagine sitting out there eating your acai ice-cream and watching the tourists
and residents of Valencia walk by.

That reminds me, I haven't even mentioned the food - healthy, tasty and all
importantly VEGAN!
Simply put, it's AWESOME!

But don't take my word for it, others have had that OMG moment whilst dining there
too.

Joana Martinez said:
Excellent meal Delicious food and hearty dishes. We were very satisfied with the
mix-dips table with three types of hummus and the Elbrus and Aconcagua bowl.
Good value for money. We will repeat!

J Venthu commented:
Quiet place with many vegetarian proposals. Magnificent option in the historic center
of Valencia. The site has its charm and the staff is very friendly. The vegetarian and
vegan cuisine is very good. The portions are very generous. Many flavors and
surprising recipes.

Maria Alcaydee added:
My favorite place. Charming, beautiful, and good! It's my favorite place to eat great!
And good value for money.

Celia M said:
Efficient, friendly service and fast service. Excellent product quality the site is also
well located next to the Torres de Serrano and on the terrace is very comfortable.

So, what are you waiting for? Go to WWW.ALMALIBREACAIBAR.ES and make a
reservation for us.

What? Were you expecting me to do everything?

P.S.
The name of this hidden gem?

Almalibre Acai Bar

